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EEGRAB
IOT ENABLE LEVERAGING

IN ENTERPRISE AND BUSINESS

EEGRAB - Enabling Machine First for better living

OUR STRENGTH

USE CASES
Smart office -
Smart parking
VMS with smart access control
Smart app with Indoor navigation
Smart storage
Dynamic sitting
Contact less aContact less attendance with Temperature recorder

RTLS -
Contact tracing
Real time indoor people location 
tracking 
Mining worked monitoring for safety and 
security

Video analytics -
Oil rig production management
Traffic management
Pandemic management

Data center - 
Data center rack access control
Real time Asset tracking and monitoring 
within data center

15+ RnD team

5 + IP 

10+ TOP MNC vested trust on us

Make in India
4 + years experience in IoT device manufacturing
Pan India support

MACHINE
     FIRST

Today, the world has a labour force of 3.4 billion, 16% of them based out of India. Their workplaces range from 
swanky automation-aided offices to the darkest burrows of coal mines. One thing common to all of them though, is 
the need for occupational safety and security, for themselves, and for the equipment they care about.

This is where EEGRAB serves. We are a small team of technologists with entrepreneurial fervour, who have built a 
state-of-the art multi-tenant, IoT based solution for tracking the safety and security of workers and equipment in var-
ious sectors. On one hand we are helping enterprises to secure and track business-critical equipment, while on the 
other, we are being leveraged by Wipro, TCS, Accenture, Siemens, JSW, Tata Steel, AT&T and many others for en-
suring occupational health and safety of coal miners in various parts of the country

OUR PRODUCTS:

EEGRAB state of ART IoT based solution in business helps

Get organize - Efficient use of 
scarce resources, better manage-
ment.

Live monitoring - Real time moni-
toring of employees and assets, 
improving security.

Cost effective utilization - Cost management 
through billing and cost allocation 
based on actual usage, $

Smart storage solution Data center rack key access control

RFID based asset tracking 

Video analytics

RTLS - BLE / GSM - GPS


